CIA drug traffic TI whistleblowers' death threats and
psych confinement for 'delusion'
TI Martha Mitchell effect and death threats for exposing truth
Death threats, false imprisonments plus psychiatric confinements for bogus 'delusion' are among the U.S.
government's counterintelligence program hallmark treatments of American targeted individual whistleblowers to
suppress facts. Intelligence insiders have provided new evidence of such Nazi type suppression of Americans to
Wayne Madsen, reporting that TIs exposing facts about the Central Intelligence Agency's $4 to 6 trillion dollar drug
trafficking and money laundering business face these neutralization tactics.

Investigative reporter Wayne Madsen of the Wayne Madsen Report (WMR) revealed that a CIA official’s nephew,
who discovered his uncle's involvement in the narcotics and drug money laundering business, was recently arrested in
Arizona and incarcerated in the Florence federal penitentiary for allegedly threatening the lives of federal agents, a
serious crime under the new anti-terrorism laws. (WMR: EXCLUSIVE REPORT CIA involvement with drug trade
resulted in death threats against U.S. senator, Wayne Madsen, February 12-14, 2010)
“Although, the individual in question has been diagnosed as ‘delusional’ by a court-appointed psych[I]atrist, federal
prosecutors are seeking a plea deal that would ensure that no mention is ever made of the uncle […now a well-known
supporter of Israel], the CIA, FBI, or the Bush family.
“The jailed whistleblower also alleged that the CIA's drug trade continues to flourish and that it involves Latin
American Jews, Mossad agents and fabric and window covering warehouses in Florida, Georgia, and Texas that are
used to store drugs from Latin America prior to distribution.”
Madsen learned that retired FBI sources have told FBI that the Central Intelligence Agency's drug smuggling was “so
lucrative for the spy agency that it once threatened the life of a member of the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence, one of the two congressional oversight committees for the CIA.”
Madsen’s FBI sources revealed that Senator Dennis DeConcini (D-AZ) feared for his family members’ lives.
President Bill Clinton reportedly offered DeConcini the White House drug czar job but he turned it down due to threats
against him and his family according to Madsen.
“As chairman of the Senate intelligence committee from 1993 to 1995, DeConcini attempted to slash the intelligence
community's budget in the wake of the collapse of the Soviet bloc but was constantly rebuffed by CIA director James
Woolsey and the Republicans.”
The Church Committee investigation in the 1970's revealed that ruining innocent target's lives was a specialization of
the U.S. counterintelligence program, Cointelpro.
The Martha Mitchell effect, using the psychiatric bogus diagnosis of 'delusion' to silence targeted individuals
exposing the truth, is consistently reported by thousands of such self-identified targets.
Psychologist Brendan Maher named the effect after Martha Beall Mitchell, wife of John Mitchell, Attorney-General in
the Nixon administration.
When Mrs. Mitchell alleged that White House officials were engaged in illegal activities, to silence her, she waas
discredited by official claims attributing her reports to mental illness. The Watergate scandal investigation, however,
revelaed she had reported the truth. She was finally vindicated and entitled ' Cassandra of Watergate.'
CIA protecting Afghan poppies for opium and heroin and furthering fascism
WMR reports learning "from a Delta Force veteran that when units of the elite military force were sent into
Afghanistan after the 9/11 attacks, their first order from the CIA was to protect Afghan poppy fields.

"WMR's FBI sources confirmed that Afghanistan has replaced Khun Sa's poppy production operations in Burma's
'Golden Triangle' as the main source of opium and heroin for the CIA's narcotics trade.
Another Delta Force veteran reported to this Examiner author that military driven brutality committed for American
corporatism and imperialism is so deep-seated, widespread and well-financed, it is naive to think that the military has
anything to do with "democracy" or that this machine is stoppable.
The merger of corporate and government powers in modern America is not socialism as media is brainwahing the
unwitting Republicans. This merger is plain and simple fascism according to Gerald Celente, founder of the Trends
Research Institute and publisher of Trends Journal. Celente believes there is hope for halting the fascist agenda, but not
without revolution.
Read more of the WMR: EXCLUSIVE REPORT CIA involvement with drug trade resulted in death threats against
U.S. senator
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